
RI Farm to School empowers youth to

think critically about the food they eat

through hands-on activities, giving

them a tangible understanding of RI

agriculture and the chance to explore

and taste fresh New England produce. 

Any of the programs below can be

offered in a classroom setting, a school

garden or an after-school setting. They

are also available as weekly series. 

Our fees cover all materials and

supplies needed for a successful

programs. We ask that cooking sites be

able to provide a room with electrical

access and that garden sites have a

garden space available  



COOKING  WITH  LOCAL  FOOD

FOOD  LITERACY

Students explore Rhode Island

agriculture through activities and

tastings that feature seasonal produce

from the Northeast region. 

Learn how to create a delicious meal

using fresh, Northeast produce all while

gaining basic cooking skills, food safety

know-how, and having a blast!

$ 175  ELEMENTARY

$ 160  ELEMENTARY

FOOD  JUSTICE  
$ 160  MIDDLE  TO  HIGH  SCHOOL

Empower youth to be aware of the food

they eat, where it comes and the

systems that produce it through local

food tastings and meaningful

conversations about food access.



GARDENING

CAFETERIA  LOCAL

TASTE  TEST

Celebrate RI grown food in school

lunches with a cafeteria taste test!

Students get to try RI grown produce

and learn about the local farm it came

from. 
+These tasting typically align with Harvest of the Month

programming. We ask that Food Service provide the local food

tasting and supplies to offer this service free of charge.

Students develop a positive relationship

with the natural world through

gardening. They will begin building

connections between the food we eat

and how it grows and get to taste it too!
+We ask that sites have a garden space available for these

programs.

$ 175  ELEMENTARY

FREE  K - 12

*Fees will not only help cover our program costs, but will also

help offset and subsidize programs for sites that are unable to

pay. It is our priority to work with you and discuss possible ways

to make programs fees work for your site and budget. 


